They Call Us is a literary magazine created by powerful women and
gender minorities wanting to empower other women and gender
minorities. Using media, art, and literature as a means to inspire, They
Call Us wants to tell the everyday struggles of women and gender
minorities from around the world.
The purpose of art is to create change, so They Call Us works to unite
writers and artists to tell the stories of those that are normally silenced.
Our goal is to ignite conversation and encourage people of all ages,
races, sexualities, genders, nationalities, abilities, and the like to share
their stories. They Call Us wishes to diversify the messages we see
online and change the dialogue to give credibility to all of us who have
felt helpless and lacking a credible voice.

A NOTE TO OUR READERS
This magazine centers around themes of :
Adult Language
Sexual Assault
Rape
Death
Violence
Body Dsymorphia
Abortion
Sex
Alcohol and Drugs
Death by Virus
Ableism
Violence to Slaves

If any of the above are sensitive topics for you, please pay
attention to the trigger warnings listed before relevant pieces.

They Call Us seeks to tell the stories of any and all who wish to
share them. Sometimes these stories, while important to listen
to, can also be hard to hear. Above all else, please take care of
yourself.

Thank you for reading.
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FORWARD
By Morgan Kail-Ackerman
Artwork titled “Damsel”
by Samantha Billotte
Modeled by Hailee Warren (she/her)
Once upon a time, in a faraway kingdom…
Everyone knows these famous words, just
like everyone knows fairy tales. Fairy tales
represent humanity. They are a part of our
society, showing what we cherish, fear, love,

her time. But d’Aulnoy and her conteuses
coined the term “fairy tale” and were part
of the cultural phenomena of making fairy
tales mainstream.
In France in the late 1600s, under Louis

and believe in.
No one really knows how fairy tales began.
Historians and sociologists assume they
came from oral storytelling, told through
the generations for almost 4,000 years until
someone decided to write them down. That
happened during the Renaissance. When
two German brothers and authors, the
Brothers Grimm, decided to take the oral
storytelling tradition and put it into print,
fairy tales went from stories everyone knew

XIV’s reign, women were facing harsh
conditions. With wars, political turmoil, and
religious overturn, French society became
more conservative. Female writers suffered
criticism and their very limited freedom
was dwindling. To fight back, the conteuses
performed in literary salons to speak their
stories and get their voices heard, not unlike
our own Coven Congress.
The conteuses told their fairy tales in a
conversational style for adults, unlike the

to common culture.
But the true origin of fairy tales is a fairy
tale itself. There were other people writing
fairy tales, hidden from mainstream history
because they were women.

Brothers Grimm who believed fairytales
should be for children. The conteuses’s
stories, unfortunately, did not have the
privilege of being written down like the
Brothers Grimm. These women performed

Women were writing fairy tales before

their stories, to tell those who were listening.

they became beloved. In fact, these fairy

The stories were mature and quite dark.

tales were feminist pieces. However, the

Although we are unsure why the conteuses

Brothers Grimm, two German men with

tales were not suited for children unlike

political and social power, told everyone

other fairy tales, I assume it is because their

that their versions were more important

stories discussed important topics about

than the women’s and everyone listened.

sexism and arranged marriage, something

History listened. But once upon a time

that the women wanted the adult men, not

began with her, not him.

children, to hear. Or perhaps it was easier to

The word “fairy tale” was coined by
Baroness

Marie

Catherine

d’Aulnoy,

a

French writer. She was in a group of French
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been around for hundreds of years before

talk about their sad reality in the form of a
metaphor.
After performing

her fairy tales

in

women called conteuses, or storytellers. She

literary salons for some time, Baroness

did not write the first fairy tale; they have

Marie Catherine d’Aulnoy finally published

the “first” fairy tale in 1690. In d’Aulnoy’s stories, the Princesses or Queens always courted
the prince, ignoring the Kings, Rulers, and Fathers who “were always passive, unreasonable
and ineffective” (Ashley, The Guardian), a critique of the patriarchy ruling France.
Many modern critiques point out that all of d’Aulnoy’s fairy tales surround love, which
could be viewed as unfeminist. I would argue that her fairy tales are feminist because it is
about the heroines getting love and happiness after fighting difficulty. In a culture where
arranged marriages are the only future for young women, the idea of getting free choice in
their love is feminist.
The Brothers Grimm argued that their fairy tales were superior because the conteuses’s
stories were not for the “common folk”. Historians believed that is why the Brothers Grimm
fairy tales became more popularized: because the general public liked the easier read.
What the Brothers Grimm didn’t realize is that this was the women’s only outlet to talk
about the oppressions they felt. Maybe these women needed a space for people to listen
to their stories. Not just children. Despite all the vocal deprecation against d’Aulnoy, the
Brothers Grimm, almost a hundred years later, used her writing to inspire Belle, Cinderella,
Rapunzel, and other strong female protagonists. The conteuses’s stories were important
after all. The men said they weren’t listening, but they were. After all, it’s hard to forget about
women who fight fiercely for their love, life, and freedom.
We decided to choose Damsels as a theme because it is our time to be the heroes. For
so long, women have been seen as side characters, villains, and love interests for the man’s
adventure. Just like how the Brothers Grimm rewrote d’Aulnoy’s stories, They Call Us wants
to rewrite the narratives and show the world that our voice is our weapon. Our fairy tales are
our own and we will not back down until every woman’s story is told. If you like what you
read, you can submit for our next edition and join us as conteuses.
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BO PEEP TELLS THE
REAL STORY
By Phyllis Wax
Originally published in “The Red Rose Review,” Issue 15
Content warning: implied sexual harrasment

Artwork titled “Damsel”
by Samantha Billotte
Modeled by Hailee Warren (she/her)

When I got home Mom and Dad started yelling
Where are your sheep? Where are your sheep?
And how did your beautiful dress get ripped?

Well, what was I to say: those sheep are no damn good?

We were hardly out of sight of the farmhouse
when their hairy ears popped up and
they were twirling their mustaches
and leering. Then the pawing began.
I ran and ran. I didn’t want them following me home.
Next thing you know we’d have been in bed.

Believe me—believe me:
they were no lambs.
Just ask Little Red.
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DEFINING DAMSEL
By Kate Cassidy
Content warning: abortion
I bet you didn’t know that if you
Trace the origin of the word damsel
You’ll find its root comes from “dem”
meaning
To Build
Which is funny because they call us
damsels
Just to tear us down and the feeling
Makes you want to break something
Etymologically speaking
Damsel has nothing to do with the
word “Damn”
And yet, it makes almost too much
sense
The trope damns us to lives in which
Our worth is tied so tightly to our
waistline
That it becomes the corset itself
So when Ursula sang
“Don’t underestimate the power of
body language”
We bought in to the seashells and the
silence
Even though being a witch is far more
interesting
Than being a princess
Where we’re treated like livestock
Some of us forced to breed
Because we’re too poor to pay for an
abortion
Or travel to a town where we can get
one
And sometimes we need our parents
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to sign a
permission slip
Like we’re going on a field trip to
Planned Parenthood
They say they want to “save” us
From ourselves
From villains and beasts
But what they don’t tell you is that
There are always two monsters at the
end of every story
Both see the woman as a prize to be
won
Not a person made of guts and brains
and bones
Our only consolation is one is up
front about it
While the other claims to be driven
by honor
When we all know it’s ego
Damn!
What if
When they call us damsels
We take the name for ourselves
And instead we build
Each other up
We construct a life where
We’re the architects of our own
Destinies
And the only thing they’ll need to
save is their place
In the stories we write for ourselves
So they don’t get lost

STIFLED
By Lauren Stufflebeam
Artwork by Anna Skladany

With the swipe of a pen or
the stroke of a key

He sewed her mouth shut
and took her agency

He kept her chained
in dungeons of dependency

He lorded over her
with his stifling plan

Whom dared to gaze at women
Outside the scope of man?
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DEAD OPHELIAS
By Amanda Auchter
Content warnings: violence, abuse
Artwork titled “A Fallen Soapbox”
by Kate Salvi
Modeled by Tara Smith (she/her)

We come back
with our mouths full of the dead

flowers you shoved in our

before at your sick bed, bent over
your table, your little boy heart.

It was us who whispered

throats. We were women

kindness into your hair, who

sewing, walking our garden

let you leave finger bruises

until you painted us shut,

on our thighs. You left us

drowned. You found us

to the undergrowth, leaned in

more useful quiet.

for paintings, for pictures, for music.

We are not your artifact, not

The world loves the beauty
of a weak woman. You gave us

your sleeping dolls. We come back

willow trees to fall from, all your own

to you, creep behind your chair,

broken branches. It was you

over your dreaming face. We braid

you should’ve killed, drowned

ourselves to you. We’re hungry now,

in the murk. We loved you

barnacled, climbing out from the
decay.
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EARTHBOUND
By Katie Jenkins
Content warning: adult language
Artwork by Anna Skladany

Believe me, it was never just about the guy.
He was cute, but what do you take me for?
I was a kid with a fishtail who’d never seen the sky.

I went to the sea witch (I’ve never been shy)
and sold her my voice. She called me a whore.
But it wasn’t so much about the guy

as the other delights I was aching to try –
to feel my feet on the forest floor,
to dance underneath a starry sky,

to hear music playing, a whisper, a sigh.
I loved it all. I could not have done more
to become human enough to get the guy.

It wasn’t to be. But I couldn’t let him die—
so I’ve ended up worse than I was before,
a spirit trapped between the earth and sky.

Underwater, no-one can hear you cry—
waves are mermaids’ tears come ashore.
It was never really about the guy,
it was the earth that I wanted, the air, the sky.
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BIG SISTER
By Matthew Murrey
Sooner or later
we get left. The dark forest
eats us alive. One tries
to go back. A pocket of stones
will do the first time,
but a pocket of bread
is for the birds.
Besides, we go back
to what?
A bed of hunger?
Words sharp as an axe?
Sooner or later.

In the forest,
some meet the witch
who’s often a man—
a lawyer, a leader, a teacher,
a preacher, a father, an uncle—
who wants you asleep
and tender in your little bed,
who wants your soul
like a soft boiled egg.
Sugar becomes terror,
bed a cage of wire and latches.
Oh for a Gretel,
who’s timid, and a crier,
but who takes note
and waits, then shoves him in,
bolts the door, and stokes the fire.
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Content warning: sexual harrasment

FACETS UNDER
PRESSURE
By Morgan L. Fletcher
Artwork titled “Fallen”
by Kayla Weilert
Modeled by Emmy Horkavy (she/her)

I am a damsel and a widow. In distress and in control.
I may crumble and bow under the weight of the world. I may bear my burdens
stoic and small.
But I do not need rescuing.

I do not need to be indebted by your mercy, pitied in your silence, or swaddled
by your insecurities.
I will climb down my own hair, spin my own gold, slay my own dragon.

I am a damsel in distress.
But I seek no hero.
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Artwork titled “The Best Way to a Man’s Heart” by Rachel Eaton

still exists. Air isn’t built to rein

in these ringlets, curls like sunburnt children spoiled by too much

oxygen, fiery follicles spinning
ellipses, coiled question

marks cascading. Yes,
this mane has the potential to

straighten, flow a tame red underwater. Or I could chop it off,

call myself a moptop man.
But I’d rather be a bear

than lose my waistline.

By Jessica Hudson

MERIDA DOTH PROTEST DISNEY'S
ACQUISITION OF HER UNRULY HAIR

I’m old enough to know what I cannot see

Let me lose my shoes & not

be rescued than live with an eternal
braid behind my ears. No,

give me the endless knot, the wild
teem of it all covering my crown.

Take your gowns & tiaras.
Leave all the unrest for me.
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MAIDEN
By Jessica Gregg
We strain stories

us. In the end,

creak beneath his girth.

through a sieve.

no one showed up.

Felt the steam

Take the pulp

Not her father.

from his nostrils.

and bake it

Not her neighbor.

Smiling, her hands

into the bread

Not Wonder Woman.

grasped the hatchet

that feeds us.

She alone greeted

she held behind

We look

the minotaur.

her back. Yes, this

to the hills

Alas, this was not

was always how

and wait for

a plot twist.

it was supposed

giants to save

She heard the floor

to end.

ARTIST STATEMENT
Artwork titled “scalethewall”
By nessi alexander-barnes

My work comes from identity experiences-- trans, nonbinary, queer,
neurodivergent, disabled-- that have governed my life and limited my
access well before I could name them. It is mythologically derived and it is a
mythology, in the sense that it is a set of allegorical stories (& attendant cultural
objects) that I use to make the world coherent to myself, enacted by a set of
iconographically-designed and symbolically-meaningful original characters.

AON, an anthropomorphic chimerical creature with six arms and plentiful
eyes, is one such character who functions as my avatar in my allegorical
drawings. AON and another character, Eis, are breaking through a wall that
restricts their path, AON by climbing it and Eis by throwing rocks to destroy it.
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DRAPETOMANIA
By Norine King
Content warnings: racism, violence to slaves,
abuse

“Known today as the goddess of love and
beauty, Aphrodite, or Venus as she was
known to the Romans, was one of the
most powerful ancient Greek divinities
and a favorite subject in ancient art [...]
that both ancient writers and artists described as complex and even dangerous.”
- Museum of Fine Arts Chicago
Drapetomania: the name of the invented
mental illness that would lead a slave to
run away from their masters.
Slaves that escaped faced brutal punishments
when they were caught. It was common for
owners to order bodily mutilation. More
severe examples included amputating
limbs, gouging out eyes, cutting hamstrings, or even castrating both males
and females. In many cases, the victims
did not receive medical treatment. Some
died from infection, blood loss, and other
complications.
I chose to appropriate the sensual poses of
Greek and Roman statues we so often see
adorned, particularly those of Aphrodite
or Venus from 2nd century B.C.. Her arms
are bisected as a reference to the lost limbs
on those ancient works of art. I could not
remove a black woman’s arms without
also acknowledging slave owner’s use of
amputation as a punishment for slaves
that tried to seek freedom and failed. The
juxtaposition between the reception of
these different bodies was intentional. In
today’s context I choose to define Drapetomania as the condition of being fed up
with your current circumstances. Drapetomania is being “crazy” enough to break
free amidst danger of punishment.
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EURYDICE SPOTS PSYCHE
IN THE UNDERWORLD
After H.D.’s Eurydice
By Emma Ginader

I do not need blood to remember
what it is to hear a lover:
each of his beats striking down
our spines until
incandescence crawls along fuses
of vein and bone
we think then
we do not need the sun;
do not need to see.
Child, do not burn for him;
Brightness blinds
just as much
as the dark.
To them, we’re fogged outlines
to fill with their tragedies and
forget who we were before
they lost us, before
we learned not trust them.
		
they told themselves
		
we were the ones
			who broke trust
Yes, we are left always
but they leave us
together.
He left you, but,
you can choose
not to follow him back.
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Originally published in “The Wonderous Real,” Issue 3

A goldish crown with rust lubed away

By Jacob Budenz

MEDEA WAS AN ARIES WITH A SCORPIO MOON

Content warnings: violence, adult language

and enough herbs smeared in
to make a dragon weep from the heat
of the flames it conjures,
a smock soaked
with alcohol disguised
as the musky perfumes
of the homeland I left for him—

when they speak of hell
and my fury they forget
that a Colchian girl like me
doesn’t believe in such places.

There is no hell but a fuckboy
who waits until you chop
your very brother into pieces
on the promise of his love
atop the ship in whose deck
he hides the magic wheel a goddess
gave him to bewitch you into wanting,
then takes you home to meet
his new bride. Sing me,

O Muse, of the murderous bitch
they made me. Sing loudly, keeping
them awake past dawn with your
singing so they’re good and groggy
when I set their kingdoms aflame.
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SWEET CYANIDE
By Kathryn Cockrill
Content warning: violence
Artwork titled “TEN31 PRODUCTIONS II”
by Kate Salvi
Blood lust burning, beating through buzzing veins,
high on the moon glow and pine tree scented, shadowed woodland,
sparks coursing through bare-limbed bodies,
tearing through bracken undergrowth and burrowed roots,
these girls are dangerous under the full moon’s sheen.
Red blood cloaks billow behind electric hair,
shining silver from cloud-cover fog.
The hunt is on, breath spiking in determined lungs,
heartbeats steady, wanting, undeterred,
guttural cries from war-torn throats spurred on by the morning star sky.
These girls are forged in blood and nightmares,
sweet cyanide breath and lilting songs,
tortured kisses raining down on unsuspecting hearts.
Shattering.
Shivering.
Silence.
The forest holds its breath, the heady scent of victory
pouring from satisfied eyes and ruby-stained grins,
the hunt is over.
These girls, each her own force of nature,
settle back into the innocent skin given to them,
back into the mundane musicality of existence,
teeth barely hidden, war cries barely silenced,
waiting to be unleashed onto an unsuspecting world.
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WHEN I AM THE
LAST UNICORN
By Tori Rego
Artwork titled “iwillmakeahomeforus”
by nessi alexander-barnes

the sound of my hooves

undisturbed. If such a girl ever was.

against the grass will be the sound
of the apocalypse you forgot to worry
about.

I will be the last slice of too rich
chocolate cake
before all the cocoa is synthetic.

I will be one of many final things
some will say met their natural fate,

When I am the last unicorn maybe you

like Blockbusters and oil lamps. Like

and all the other girls will finally

certain species of butterfly,

love me. Will touch my hip kindly, lay

monogamy, living debt-free.

your foreheads against me.

If you were once one of those

When I’m carrying your weight and

girls who sat up at midnight waiting

your tears wet my hair they will be for

to see me, the last unicorn, you will be
disappointed.
If you come to me, I’ll accept all kinds
of offerings—
blown glass ornaments and hibiscus
tea. Old issues
of the Paris Review. Little silk

the life
we never had together.
And when this happens you won’t say
where were you
where were you god
damnit. All those absent years won’t
matter.

things that serve no purpose, just like me.
When I am the last unicorn and all this
When I am the last unicorn I will be all

comes to pass, the sky will be the perfect

the sorrow of the Atlantic. I

combination of purple and pink.

will be the girl learning to touch herself

Together—you, the sky, and me

softly in the shower

—we will be just another natural disaster.
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ARTIST STATEMENT
AON is covering a close friend’s
character with a blanket, so as to make
comfortable a makeshift fort the pair
have found in dark ruins.
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THE FALLEN
By Ana Arredondo
Artwork titled “Fallen” by Kayla Weilert

Modeled by Emmy Horkavy (she/her)

Content warnings: violence, death by virus, sexual harrasment and assault,
abuse
When the first one falls, we know
it is not the virus.
Her head is cool and her throat
is open. All the words hiding in the
back of her mouth pour out of her
neck like cooling lava and form a
golden aureola around her. She has
hummingbirds circling above her
stomach.The underside of her mask
is moist. Men crowd around her
face because they crave the lavender
breath of women.
They leave her lying there on the
side of the street next to the swelling
river. Little girls in white dresses skip
around her splayed legs. Boys in superman t-shirts jump over her open
throat. Mothers slow down and try to
read the golden flecks spilling around
her. Fathers avoid her.
The second one falls in the middle
of the night. She wakes from a dream
of big cats with long tails chasing her
over wire fences. When she gets to
the kitchen and pours herself a glass
of water, she collapses on the hardwood, glass shards forming a halo
around her throat. Her daughters discover her in the morning. They know
it’s not the virus. They remember her
words from last night. I will not, she
had said to their father.
They begin falling all over the
country. There are newscasters with
mics standing in front of scattered
women along cul de sacs and busy
intersections. It is summer and their
bodies smell like lilacs. They don’t rot
after days of lying under the hot sun.
There are no flies. White moths flutter above their masked mouths. All

their throats are open, mockingbird
songs streaming from them. All their
heads are cool, jagged silver crowns
glowing around their temples. When
their masks are lifted, they have
smiles, some the color of wine, others
a pale mauve, but their mouths are
always soft crescents of yes. Each
woman has a mandorla outlining her,
some made of wood, some of metal,
some of fire, some of water. Women
wonder if they will be next, wonder
which words will make them fall.
In the end, they all have fallen. Young women holding their
daughters and middle-aged women
clasping the wrinkled fingers of their
mothers, all together above cement
and grass and dirt and marble or tile
floors, some floating above rivers,
some above the ocean. And the
men are circling them like wolves,
hungry for the gold and glass and
fire pouring from their throats. They
lean in close to breathe their lilac
and lavender. They dream of the
cavernous holes in women’s necks
and stuffing glossy apples into them.
They remember the cotton masks
over women’s mouths. They begin
to remember the moments those
mouths tried to speak. They remember the soft silence. They knew it was
not the virus.
They see them ascend high into
the aqua sky and slowly vanish behind the sun. And finally then, do the
men begin to fall to their knees and
pray. But no one hears their words.
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Artwork by Anna Skladany

By Jaimie Speed

TH IS AI N’T MARIO'S PARTY

Content warnings: alcohol and drugs, adult
language, sexual harrasment

Like Princess Peach was so excited
to be doing nothing with her life
we mix all our weed together and smoke a
mutt joint
jog out for a lap around Bowser’s kingdom
booze cruise with the Koopas for shits and
giggles
like bandits
mixing drinks, collecting bags
of coins while big bad Bowser broods
on my ability to pack a bowl
with a punch
while my pink skirt straddles the gear
shifter
like girls can play too
like we didn’t make it to the end
only to find it exactly where we left it
right where we started, starless as ever —
—
Proper Princess of the Mushroom Kingdom
trollops for a taste of goombas
just a lick, pipe down
where’d we go - - 1985 - we side scroll
we skip worlds
like a dream, Yoshi carries us then disappears
there are too many exits here
in endless wonder
drinking with Toads, slipping
back into 2D
to rattle their dry bones
when at once he appears — —

glazed and staring endless
those burning eyes — red red
a hook, a parasol, my skirt
eyes aswirl
the chest pounding of those foaming fists
I’ll stay I’ll stay — —
What if I hit a block, boom! —
an extra life appears
where before life was measured in coins
trinkets and bongs
life as a truckle
we celebrate in shots
and when he’s had
one too many, I hit him
with the blunt end
a hook, a parasol, my skirt
this consistent music track
turns jinky
for a princess who saves herself
I leave I leave — —
and this ain’t Mario’s party anymore
Princess Peach goes on a bender
fires up the old bike
sparks a roach and cranks the wheel
leaving nothing
but a trail of blue shells — —
33

FOR GRETA THUNBERG
By Kate Hutchinson

Wielding charts and megaphones instead of a sword,
on a solar-powered ship instead of a steed, her crusade
is no less urgent – to save the earth for the children.

She awoke at eight, not to her own desires,
but to the crisis of the entire world. At eleven,
when still no one seemed to care, she fell depressed

and mute. She withdrew. By thirteen, as her friends
skipped off to parties and worried over wardrobes,
she spent Fridays in lonely protest at Parliament.

Desperate at fifteen and inspired by the students
of Parkland, she wrote of her despair in an essay –
the stone whose ripples soon grew to a tidal wave.

Fueled by the superpower of her disability,
she lifts the world by its scruff of its neck
and shakes us all loose, this tiny girl with braids.

How dare you! she cries, silencing rooms full
of powerful men, pushing the insecure among them
to mock her. A puppet, they call her. A child.

Who else shall lead us? Now is the time to speak,
she says, refusing to be mute. Listen to scientists,
she pleads. Do not close your eyes to the truth.
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LET ME TAKE THAT
By Victoria Bailey

When they offer to carry your bag or your box or your trunk or
your case and then clownishly heave and grunt and sway under its
heftiness as they carry what is yours and place it down in your
pseudo space and then predictably exclaim, “What have you got in
there?” like home-made proxy-blue beards shaming you and your
belongings yet needing to know where you and your women’s
things are just in case you try to leave, tell them, “Just the pressure
of patriarchy and all its trappings and trimmings, why do you ask?”
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COVEN CONGRESS
The concept of a witch originated from a societal fear and hatred
of independent women. Any woman who dared to challenge
societal order, to not have children, to take up work outside the
home, to think for herself was tortured and burned. Though the
punishment is less explicit, the hatred of the witch remains.
In defiance of this stigma, we are reclaiming the word. We are
witches and the Coven Congress is our little sabbath. For each
edition, we gather witches from all walks of life to talk about
our experiences, opinions, and ideas. Next, we let the discussion
inspire content included in They Call Us. Coven Congress allows
us to amplify the voices of a variety of women and gender
minorities so the world can hear and learn from our tales.
Special Thanks to our Coven Congress participants, for bravely
sharing their stories and allowing us to use them as inspiration,
and for pretending to put pants on after a long Zoom work day
so we could safely debunk beauty standards from the comfort
of our homes.

Hope Rozeveld

Kate Roca

Anna Scholten

Savanna Crosby

Charlie Meffe

Katie Kowski

Katie Olkowski
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OUR NEW LOGO
It’s a new era for They Call Us and we’ve marked it with a new logo. This redesigned
logo fully encompasses the mission of this magazine, starting with its use of Hecate’s triple moon symbol. In Greek mythology, Hecate is the goddess of witchcraft,
often appearing in three forms - the mother, maiden, and crone. Just like Hecate,
her triple moon symbol represents all aspects of the divine feminine power with
each moon embodying a different phase of life. We’ve turned to Hecate as the symbol for our magazine because, like her, we aim to empower gender minorities. We
hope to reclaim the traits that once had us burned as witches and to empower all
that society has disenfranchised. But we can’t do this alone. The mosaics in the crescent moon represent all the pieces that make up this magazine - you, our readers,
contributors, patrons, Instagram followers, and advocates. Our logo is made of a
little piece of everyone willing to share their experiences as a gender minority. Only
by combining all of this are we able to get the full picture, the full beauty, the full
moon, and the full breadth of everything we hope to discuss, interrupt, and change
with They Call Us.
Special thanks to Arran Bowen for all she has done for They Call Us. This magazine
would not be what is it today without her, and we will miss her on our team!
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RECOMMENDATIONS
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FEMME FAIRY TALES
SKETCH COMEDY
EVER AFTER
10 THINGS I HATE
ABOUT YOU

THEY CALL US DAMSELS

SHREK

Spotify playlist by Kailah
Peters

FEMINISM and THE
FAIRY TALE
Film Series

TRANSFORMING OUR
UNDERSTANDING OF
FAIRY TALES

ENCHANTED
THE GIRL WITH THE
DRAGON TATTOO
WOLFWALKERS

MEDIA

MOVIES AND TV SHOWS

Artwork by Monty Westendorff
Modeled by Savanna Crosby (she/her)

TED Talk
by Anne Duggan

WHY WE STILL NEED OUR
FAIRY TALES
TED Talk
by Heidi Shamsuddin

BET ME
By Jennifer Crusie

CINDER
By Marissa Meyer

YOU ARE YOUR OWN
FAIRYTALE
Poetry collection by
Amanda Lovelace

THE PRINCESS GAME
By Soman Chainani

THE WICKEDS
By Gayle Forman

THIS IS NOT YOUR
MOTHER’S FAIRYTALE:
THE ROMANCE
NOVEL AS
FEMINIST FAIRY TALE
Essay by Jennifer
Crusie

THE RESTLESS GIRLS
By Jessie Burton

THE GIRL WHO DRANK
NORMA JEAN BAKER
THE MOON
OF TROY
By Kelly Barnhill
By Ann Carson

EURYDICE

BOOKS

by Sarah Ruhl

THE PENELOPAID
By Margaret Atwood

FIERCE FAIRYTALES
By Nikita Gill

CIRCE
By Madeline Miller

CINDERLLA AND THE
GLASS CEILING
By Laura Lane and
Ellen Haun
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@they.call.us
theycallus.com

If you’re interested in submitting work for our next
edition, please email us at theycalluszine@gmail.com
or visit our website at theycallus.com.
Thank you for reading!

